RADIO-CONTROLLED SLOPE MOWER FOR EVERYONE
introduction
In order to offer Spider mowers even to customers
with only an occasional need for their use, we are
introducing a new machine named Spider MINI.
Spider MINI is the smallest product from the Spider
family with a cutting width of 56 cm / 22 inches
and a 223 ccm engine. With its climbing ability and
manoeuvrability Spider MINI does not lag far
behind the commercial models Spider ILD01 and
Spider ILD02. The remote control ensures the drive
and steering control and enables engine start and
emergency shutdown of the machine. The
remaining functions, such as the height of cut
adjustment and blade engagement are manually
controlled directly on the mower. Spider MINI
mower is fitted with unique chain portals, which
ensure reliable maintenance-free operation, allow
to lower the centre of gravity and make the
machine generally simpler and cheaper.
The industrial remote control brings ultimate
safety for the users, who do not need to enter the
slopes and risk their health. The overall weight of
the mower is minimized, which has a positive
effect on its fuel consumption, emissions as well
as gentleness to turf. Spider mowers thus
represent the safest and most environmentally
friendly method of maintenance of difficult areas.

The mission of our enterprise is a continuous
innovative process. Our goal is to seek for gaps in
the market and to address customers with new,
innovative products, which are not offered by our
competitors.

application
By introducing the Spider MINI mower the
DVORAK - svahove sekacky Ltd. company
reacts to frequent customer enquiries for a
smaller mower affordable for noncommercial customers. Spider MINI mower
will surely find its place on smaller, but
difficult areas such as lawns around
mountain hotels, photovoltaic power
plants, lake dams, farms etc. Traditionally
high quality of cut allows the mower to be
used even in gardens, parks and other
intensively maintained areas.
Spider MINI II can be newly fitted with a
mulching kit ensuring an excellent mowing
result on fine lawns.

Technical specification
Drive unit
Engine
Cubic capacity
Fuel tank volume
Fuel

Briggs & Stratton 950
223 ccm
4 l / 1 gallon
unleaded fuel

Traveling system
Transmission
Speed
Steering

hydrostatic
0 - 4 kmh / 0 - 2.5 mph
360° / 4-wheel

Mower deck
Blade
Cutting width
Height of cut
Clutch
Option

1 rotary
56 cm / 22 inch
4 - 9 cm / 2 - 4 inch
manual
Mulching kit

Performance / Consumption
2
Productivity
up to 1500 m /h
Fuel consumption
1 l / 0,25 gallon per hour
Climbing ability
30 degrees / 58 %
Dimensions
1040 x 900 x 600 mm
Weight
125 kg / 270 pounds

Manufacturer:

DVOØÁK - svahové sekaèky s.r.o.
Pohled 277
CZ 582 21, Pohled
Tel.: (+420) 569 425 767
Fax: (+420) 569 429 239
Web: www.slope-mower.com
www.spider-cz.com

www.slope-mower.com

E-mail: info@spider-cz.com

